Use the key-pad for the most common operations or move the mouse to the top of the screen to show the menu bar. When using the key-pad, listen for an audible click to sure you have engaged the function you want.
BSB-134 is the "default" classroom.
Mouse click here to show the lab PCs.

Double mouse click on a PC to "Remote Control" that PC.
Demo mode - push your screen to other computers in the lab.
Options in "Demo" mode.

In The Lab
Help us keep your lab clean

printgreen at the BCT Computer Lab!

The BCT Computer Labs have launched a new conservation program to help reduce the waste caused by unnecessary printing. For more information, go to printing.rutgers.edu or ask a lab consultant!

** Be Advised **
YOU NEED YOUR RU ID CARD TO PRINT

Microsoft Excel - Book1
Virtual Teacher mode - pick 27 for the sample.
Picking 27 shows this. The large arrow is PC 27's mouse. The student still has control of the PC.
Here is BSBPC27 projected on all screens by the "Demo" button. This is showing BSBPC27 screen image on BSBPC42.
Live supervision mode

Mouse click on BSBPC45 brings up that PC screen.
Mouse click on the screen to go to "Remote Control" mode.
Supervision mode.

Double clicking on the PC would take you to "Remote Control" mode.
Use "Virtual Teacher" to capture screen image if needed.

In The Lab
Help us keep your lab clean

print green at the OIT Computer Lab!

The OIT Computer Labs have launched a new conservation program to help reduce the waste caused by unnecessary printing.

For more information, go to printing.rutgers.edu or ask a lab consultant.

** Be Advised **
YOU NEED YOUR RU ID CARD TO PRINT

Microsoft Excel - Book1
Mouse click on "Virtual Teacher" gives a list of active PCs.

Mouse click on a PC brings up the image.
Mouse click on a PC brings up the image.
Copy the PC screen image of the remote PC is available here. Just like "Ctrl+PrintScreen" on a local PC.
Classroom control options:

Blank the remote screens - place a "Vision" image on all PCs. Seventh Icon on menu bar or use the "Blank" button on the key-pad.

Surf-lock at the end of the menu bar or the "Surf-Lock" button on the keypad will block Internet Explorer and Firefox.

Buttons on the keypad:
- **My Classroom**: Brings up the classroom layout on your screen - mouse click on the X (top/right) to close it down.
- **Demo**: Transmits you screen to the other PC screens. Use the "Stop" button to exit that mode.
- **Blank**: Transmits the Genevaligic Logo to all PCs. Use the "Stop" button to exit that mode.
- **Surf-Lock**: Blocks access to the internet. A "STOP" message is shown on the PC screen. Hit the "Surf-Lock" a second time to allow internet access.
- **Stop**: Reverses the effects of the "Demo" and "Blank" buttons.